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,center foresees loss
.Budget' shortfalls may cause cuts in services
local Candidates tonceouconon
D ocrats programs. It's hard to maintain these Republ-Icans. em things with less and less support coming .
from the state," he said.
. lung said he. believes that people are
concerned about the education problem.
"The majority of the people want better
education for Idaho," Jung said. As a
possible solution to the community voice Republican legislative candidates in
for education, lung favors a local option Districts 17, 20 and 21 support quality
tax. education but differ on methods for
A local option tax gives the Legislature a maintaining higher education in Idaho.
chance to' go to the people on issues such Ron Slater and Bernie R. Rakozy,
as education.. "A local option tax would interviewed last week, cited duplication of
give:the people a"chance to show what they courses as forcing the state's colleges and
want to support," Jung added. universities to compete for limited funds.
Jung also suggested that a. temporary Rakozy, fighting off Democratic charges
solution could be a state lottery. "If a' that he is an ultra-conservative masquerad-
lottery is decided on, perhaps the money ing as a moderate, is running for the newly
can be dedicated' to education. This won't created District 20 Senate seat against Daryl
solve the problem but it will help," he said. S. Sallaz.
Daryl Sallaz, candidate for Senate in "In recent years, spending' for higher
District 20, said he feels a reorganization of .education 'has been shorted," Rakozy said.
the tax structure is a neccessarystep for • "Higher education used to receive 20
Idaho. Sallaz went on to. stress that percent of the general fund: 'now it's down
education is funded through taxation. to 14 percent."
,"The I Percent Initiative almost wiped Idaho's colleges and universities need
public schools out," .Sallaz said. "Sales their funding formulas updated, according
tax on food is a regressive tax: i don't like to Rakozy,' along with a reasonable
it, but the fact remains" if we take' those consolidation of course offerings 'among
funds out, what are we going to .replace schools to eliminate costly duplication. "
them with?" Rakozysupports increased funding for
.Sallaz c'riticized the opposition party. for higher education coming. primarily' from ..
making rash decisioris on taxation without state and .localsources. . '
ilny solutions to future funding. Sallaz said "In years past, Idaho has been a great
he feels the government' needs to realize oneforgoingafter one-year or two-year
_=~u~=i:aninvestment,for the state S,H Concll,cIates~>poge f$
BSU Guitar Socletyseis fall concert. ~ee
page 9.
DIscover tbe orIgins of Halloween. See
page 4.
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by Stephen J. Grant
The University News
A projected decrease in full-time student
enrollment at BSU may force the
university's Student Health Service to cut
expenses or dip into the reserve funds to
maintain their current budget; a university
official said last week. ' .
BSU Budget Director Ronald R. Turner
said the Student Health Service is operating
on a current budget of $284,000, a figure
projected from last year's full-time student
enrollment.
Current enrollment appears to be slightly
down, Turner said, andthat could cost the
Student Health Service from $7,000 to
$10,000.
Primary funding for the Student Health
Service comes from student fees, according
to Dr. Lester P. Nyborg, Student Health
Service Director. The Student Health
Service receives $16 per full-time student
each semester, Nyborg said.
Faced with three to five' percent less
funding than originally projected, Turner
said the Student Health Service could "Cut
some of their operational expenses or use
some of their reserve funds."
As of last year, the Student Health.
Service had accumulated a reserve fund of
$152,000. According to Turner, the' reserve
fund .consists. of unused money allocated
~henenrollment at BSU Was higherthan
projected. .
"Money is tight as with most clinics of
this type," Nyborg said. "I suspect within
three to five years some change in funding,
will be needed.".
The Student Health Service maintains a
professional staff of two part-time doctors
and three full-time nurse practitioners.
"We dropped staff a while back,"·
Nyborg said. "We converted four
registered nurse positions to three nurse
practitioner positions." He added that the
by Lisa Monaci
The University News
Democratic candidates for House and
Senate seats in Districts 17, 21, and 20
spoke out on the need for stronger financial
support for the Idaho schools.
Candidates. Denny' Freeburn, Richard
. Jung and Daryl Sallaz stated their views on
education at a question-and-answer session
sponsored by the Campus Democrats of
BSU.
Denny Feeburn, candidate for the Ada
County-wide District 21, said that "Our
current Legislature is dismantling educa-
tion in Idaho." Freeburn supported his
statement by outlining the dramatic decline
of state dollars for education.
. Freeburn said he does not support tuition
for BSU as a solution to the funding
problem: "Students should pay a fair
share, but not the bulk of the cost." A
proposed solution for higher education is a
tuition that is worked out to' pay a- certain
percent of the actual cost. "Many states' are
working with this and the cost is reasonable
for students," Freeburn said.
District 17 candidate, Richard Jung
agrees that more mcney -needs to be
allocated to education: "Boise schools have
been getting less and less money every year.
This affects the quality ofedueation,The
Diversity;.~ qualitjteaebers. &nd
,:"'. '. .' ",'.. ' .
I
The Student Health Center sees patients on a Ilrst-come, first-serve basis, with about a
20-minute waiting period. Photo by 2;ane Darner '
,)
.j
conversion helped improve the ability' of
the clinic to serve the students.
"Roughly, we have 10,000 patient
visits a year," Nyborg said. "This figure
has remained remarkably constant over
recent years."
The Student Health Service handles
about 40 patients on a light day and 100
patients on a heavy day. "Depending on
what's going around," Nyborg said.
The volume of patients and the personal
experience' of Nyborg in similar clinics are
reasons why the .Student Health Service
does not accept appointments.
"I think we can serve more people with a
walk-in service,' Nyborg said. When the
appointments are full, what do we say?
'That's it.' "
"We 'try to keep the waiting time down to
15 or 20 minutes," he said.
The time a person checks into the clinic is
noted. according to Nyborg, and the staff is
aware how longa person has been waiting. (
See Health Center, Page 15
by Stephen J. Grant
The University News
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Editor
Valerie Mead
IN &)(),THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEOOM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GNES
WOMEN.A NEW CHOICE.
It'sbeen a Icingtime Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today.'"Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years. .Ij;.i~i&ij~~~ ,The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
I'i water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With TheSponge. you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:' It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been'sold. .
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In-the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hourTodayTalkLine. If you have anyquestlons, or you're just
. wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call-at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.) .
Finally,you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before. ._ ,
Until Today. ,',--'
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coupon is llOOdllnly when redeemed by you lrom a consumer at time 01 purchasill(J Ihe
specilled product. Any other use constitutes Iraud. Redemptions not honored
through brokers or other outside agencies. Invoices showing your ---~_I
purchase 01 sullicient stock to cover all coupons must be shOWn upon
request. Void II prohibited taxed or restricted. This coupon in non-
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51366100140
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Pre-Registration
Students may start picking up Pre-Regis-
tration materials and class schedules on '
Nov. I from 8:00 a.m, to 5:00 p.rn.
however, advising and Pre-Registration for
'continuing students does not start until
Monday, Nov. 5 through Friday,Nov.-9
The Registrar's Office will 'be open 8:00
a.m, to 7:00 p.rn. Monday through
Thursday and until 5:00 p.m. on Friday to
hand out pre-registration materials and,
accept completed pre-registration forms.
Applied research
Argonne National Laboratory, one of
the U.S. Department of Energy's major
research centers, offers opportunities "each
year for university faculty and students to
participate in the laboratory's ongoing
research programs. '
, Faculty and student research collabora-
tion is possible in the basic physical and life
sciences, math" computer science and
engineering, as well as in a variety of
applied research programs relating to coal,
conservation, environmental impact" and'
technology, fission, fusion, and soiar
energy.
For further information, contact" the
career Planning & Placement office,
Administration 123.
Pbli-Sciinternships
The political science dept.- is offering
student internships in the Idaho State Leg-
islature. Up to nine political science credits
are available for 20-40 hours of intern work
with a state legislator during the 3-month
legislative session. The legislature convenes
in January.
The intern program is designed especially
for political science majors, but interested
non-majors may also apply.
Eligibility requirements include: junior
or senior status, a cumulative G.P.A. of 2.5
or above, and completion of PO 101 or PO
102. ,
For further" information and applica-
tion forms, contact the political science
dept. Applications 'are due in the political '
science dept. by Nov. 10.
New general
manager
, Debbie Finley, a communication major
at BSU, was hired Oct. 10 as the general
manager of KBSU-FM.
Finley has been working as the interim
general manager of the Boise State station
since Aug. 31, when Marla Leggett
1resigned.. . .
"Marla appointed me as the Interim
general manager," Finley said. "But it was
the Broadcast Advisory Board that hired
me as the general manager."
Throughout the one-year term, Finley
will have the responsibility of managing the
'station's budget, operations and staff.
When asked if there would be any major
changes in format or personnel, Finiey said
that for the present time the station is trying
to reassess their program needs.
"Any major programming changes need
to ,be approved by the' Broadcasting
Advisory Board, but I don't see any major
changes in the nearfuture," she said.
·Wf1o-'s'Wfio-ct ~SO
The 1985 edition of WHO'S WHO
AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES will
include the names of 9 students from BSU
who 'have been selected as national
outstanding campus leaders.
•
by Stephen J. Grant
The University News
.It's more fun being a writer than actually
writing, according to Tony Hillerman, an
award-winning mystery writer who spoke
recently as part of the BSU Writers and
Artists Series.
"I wasn't at all sure how good I would
be at writing mysteries," Hilierman told a
crowd of 75, Oct. 11 in the Morrison
Center. "It seemed to me that if I was a
mediocre mystery writer' 1 could use the
interesting backdrop of Indian cultures to
sell books."
HiIIerman's books have been anything
but mediocre. The Mystery Writers,' of
America awarded Hillerman an Edgar in"
1974 for his book, Dance Hall of the Dead.
His most recent book, The Dark Wind,
was selected for the American Library
Association's Notable Books list and the
New York Times' Best Books list. Four
other Hillerman books have been on one or
, both lists over the past 14 years.
Hillerman's mystery stories incorporate
Hopi, Zuni and Navajo cultures. He talked
to Boise audiences about his experiences
with these tribes and discussed the methods
he uses to produce his successful novels.
People buy mysteries to be entertained,
not educated, according to Hilierman.
"Mystery readers want to be amused an'd
entertained, and amused and entertained in
a hurry," Hillerman said.
His theory must work. According to Jean
Wilson of "The Book Shop," Hillerman's
books have always been good sellers.
"I do a lot of my writing driving to and
from work, in committee meetings,"
Hillerman said to a combined BSU
feature-writing and fiction 'class. He went
on to say that a lot of writing is really
daydreaming.
Autlior Tony HllIerman spoke on writlng mystery novels Oct. 11 In theMerrison Center
as part of the Writers and Artists series. File photo
"When somebody says, 'I would write a
book if I just had the time,' don't pay'
attention" to him because if you want to
write a book, you've got time," he said.
Hillerman told' students that, whether
they write fiction or nonfiction, techniques
of research and plot outline that work for
him or any other author are no guarantee
of success for anyone else.
"What works for other people and seems
to be successful may not work for 'you
because your creative process may work if,l
a totally different way." HiIIerman said.
Any type of writing is work and
commitment.·· "Somebody once said, 'I
don't like to write, but I like to have
written.' Well it's a lot more fun being a
writer than it is writing," he said.
For Hillerrnan, writing novels provides a
luxury that writing news cannot. Facts can
be changed to fit the story while research
proceeds at a different pace.
"Now I find myself inclined to, given a
choice between onerous hard work and
laying on the sofa with my feet up, opt for
.~~e.sofa more," he said.
"Weather dompens Robo March
by Valerie Mead
The University News
Inclement weather cut the time for the
BSU Vo-Tech Scholarship Hobo March to
about one-third of the normal time,
according to Dan Cadwell, a student
services official in the School of
Vocational-Technical Education. ,-
• The annual drive still brought in about
$10,000 last Friday.
"This was the first march held in the fall
semester instead of spring. "The faculty
wanted the students to give it a try in fall,"
cadwell said.
"Before, in spring;' it ran right into
finals," he added. "Students were losing
hours at a critical point inthe semester."
In addition to the approximately 400
people who panhandled donations on street
comers, Cadwell said, some classes put
donation cans in area department stores
BSU Hobos netted about $10,000 in the an-
nual scholarship drive last Friday. File photo
last week and received a lot more than was
expected. Business Machines Technologies
brought in over $70 from the department
store cans.
Most of the students only worked until
10 a.m. because of the rain, Cadwell said,
adding "Some of them came back
drenched." In spite of the march's short
duration, over $9,700 was raised, with
cadwell estimating the final figure to be
about $10,000. :
Over $8,000 of the proceeds of the march
will be distributed back among Yo-Tech
students as scholarships. 'Other money will
go into a fund for emergency short-term
.loans,
The Hobo March was first held during
the 1953-54 school year and has been an
.annualevent since. During its 32-year run,
the drive has raised" over $300,000 for
financial assistance.
Keep teachers with more pay
by Karen Kammann
The University News
Thesoiution for the declining academic
skiUs of students is to hire and keep good
instructors and to raise requirements for
high school graduation, education analyst
Diane Ravitch' said at a press conference '
Oct. 23. • "
, Ravitch said that educators are "notr
taking education seriously." She said that
students' test scores, skills and academic
performance are all declining ..
Ravitch said that t~ching salaries should
'be raised. Good teachers often weed
themselves out of the high school system
because of low salaries and bad working
conditions •.A lot of the money allocated to
education goes" into non-human resources
like buildings and equipment, she added.
Ravitch said that teaching is attracting
the people with the lowest aptitude scores
and that the average verbal SAT score for
education majors intending to go into
teaching is slightly under 400, while the
average high school senior scores a 424.
"I think there's a tendency to scapegoat '
.teachers," she said-and added that there's
"blame enough to go around to everyone in
society."
Ravitch said that she believes high'
school graduation-requirements should be
raised because all students ought to be
treated as if they were 'college-bound. Some
students don't decide to attend college until
their-senior year and the ones that don't go
Wednesday/October 31, 1984 The University News 3
, to college are the ones who most need a
thorough high school education, she said.
Ravitch said she sees 'improvement in
education as a pendulum. Society goes
through "bursts" of improvement and then
lets things worsen before improvements are
made again. She said that this cycle must be
broken so that education can be
consistently good.
Acco!ding to Ravitch, we are moving.
into a "post-industrial, knowledge-based'
society." Because of increasing technology,
many people find themselves in more than
one career. Ravitch said that these factors
make a good education more important
than ever before. '
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Halloween honors dead, spirits
offerings to them. Of course, if the dead
were unhappy with the offerings or if there
were no offerings at all, mischief would be
made. Of course, no one would be to blame
but the dead.
Paradise
Floralby Lisa MonaciThe University News
October ends with an ancient celebration
which gives children and adults a time to
masquerade as animals, witches, monsters
or political candidates. As have most
holidays, Halloween has become the
modern commercialized tradition behind
the Eve of All Hallows.
The ancient European pagans celebrated
Halloween (then called Samhain) as a
sacred holiday of the dead. Itwas a time for
the dead to mingle with the living and
sometimes bring gifts to their living
descendants. The pagans were nature-
oriented and many believed this season
could open a space in time and. allow the
dead to be with the living for a night.
It was not only a celebration of the dead
but also a celebration of the sun. Samhain
celebrated the end of the hap/est with
ceremonial bonfires and dances. For the
pagans, it meant that it was time for the
goddess of summer to relinquish her power
to a god for the winter.
In the seventh century, Pope Gregory IV
changed this holiday into a Christian one
and renamed it All Saints Day. It remained
a celebration of the dead, but usually of
deat Christian saints and martyrs. Howev-
er, the pagan symbols of the celebration
have remained to the present day.
There are many common symbols and
customs that Americans associate with this
European celebration. Have you ever
wondered about pumpkins, ghosts, black
cats and witches?' Did you ever bob for
apples or go trick or treating? Almost, all
are sacred pagan customs.
Pumpkins are a symbol of the end of the
harvest. When pumpkins are carved into
Jack O'Ianterns, they represent the faces of
the dead. Pumpkins were not the only plant
of the harvest that were carved. For'
instance, in Ireland, turnips were used as
Jack O'lanterns, as well as animal skulls.
Candles were placed inside the hollowed
out objects to honor the sun and the end of
the harvest. .
Ghost appearances on All Hallows are
representatives of the dead or lost souls that
appear to the living in both negative and
positive ways. There are many legends of
ghosts creating mischief among the living.
Opposing tales have ghosts as faerie folk,
celebrating the living with food, song and
dance.
Cats were one of the many familiar
animals associated with the ancient
matriarchal religions. The color black
represented the waning of old age and
death. It was this color that was associated
with the wise crone goddess. Cats were
animals sacred to the goddess and women
were thought to be able to turn into cats on
sacred nights like All Hallows.
The belief during the middle ages was
that women could change their shapes. This
belief proved to be detrimental to many
women. Men could beat their wives and'
when questioned they would reply that they
i
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Halloween traditions like dressing up in costumes and Trick-or-Treating have origins In
ancient pagan festivalS. File graphic
did not beat their wife, but a cat:
Therefore, the wife was 'accused of being a
witch.
Witches played an important role in the
pagan religion. The witch had great
knowledge of crafts, medicine, nature and
fertility. The important deity of the religion ': ..-i1i==============::::Il
was a goddess--insuring women a dignified
role in society. All Hallows Eve was sacred
to witches because the pagan goddess gave
her power to the. Horned God for the
winter.
Bobbing for apples in a tub of water is
also symbolic. The apple is a soul and
harvest symbol and the cauldron of water
represents regeneration.
Dressing up for the holiday and going
from house to house singing was an excuse
to make mischief and beg. Trick or
Treating is a modern Christian custom
dating from the 1500s. The costumes
represented the dead and treats were
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of energy. It causes the United States
Government to prop up unpopular forces.
It makes us look like the villian. It spends a
lot of precious resources that can be used at
home for our own poverty and develop-
mental problems. '
But the Soviets do not have any direct
economic or political interest in controlling
Central America. The record shows that
Cuba has become a terrible economic drain
on the Soviet Union. They have rejected
Nicaragua's request for military aid and
s~ort time and again. . ,
: Do you see an increasing tendency for
military takeover in democratically-elected
governments in Latin "'merica?
A: At one time, in the early 70s, there
certainly was, without a doubt. And I can
\id' them off for vou,
The most spectacular ones were in Brazil
. ill 1964 when the military took over a
freely-elected president. That was followed
in 1968 when the military took over Peru.
The same thing happened in Bolivia. That
was followed in 1972 by a military take over
in Uruguay, then the tragic situation in
Chile in 1973.
I think the trend of military take-over is
reversing itself now. I.would have a
tendency-to say that in 'Central America
there is no resurgence of the military
regimes. But there doesn't seem to be an
upsurgence of democratically-elected gov-
ernments.
Q: How is the Mexican economy
austerity program working tn reduce debt
and curbing inflation?
A: Mexico is right in the middle of the
worst economic crisis since the revolution
of 1910-1920. Mexico got itself deeply into
debt and that debt has been increasing ever
since the 1950s, down to "the point today
where it runs right around $70-$80 million.
That kind of debt is really a .very
crippling thing on a government that finds
itself indebted to the world banking system
that expects those debts to be serviced
promptly. At the same time, the
government is trying to provide at least the
minimal amount of services to the people.
The International bankers sat down and
worked out an austerity program. And zhat
austerity program means that government
spending must come to, a grinding halt.' To
do that; you must set up government
programs such as social security .
Few Americans understand that the
governmnet in Mexico controls the basic
,industrial sector of that country. The oil
industry, for example, is controlled by the
Mexican government. So, if the govern-
ment has to curtail spending, how are these
programs going to be maintained?
BSU professorto teach ln Mexlco thiswinter
Dr. Errol Jones, assistant professor of
history at BSU, will be travelling to,
Guadalajara, Mexico in January as a part
of the Northwest Interinstitutional Council
of the Study Abroad Program. He talked
with University News reporter Stephen
King about his teaching duties with the
program and international affairs with the
region of Latin and South America.
Q: What will you do in Guadalajara?
A: I will be teaching two courses at the
University of Guadalajara. One is on the
emergence of modern Mexico and the other
course that 1 will be teaching is Latin
American revolutions, which will focus on
the revolutions of Cuba, Mexico, and
Nicaragua. In addition to my teaching
duties, the visiting professor has a
responsibility of taking his classes on
various tours. We have several short tours
that are scheduled on the weekends close to
, the campus site. These are one-day trips.
We have a ten-day excursion that will take
us to various historic sites in Mexico. We
will be going to Guanajuato, Queretaro,
Mexico City, Moreli and the sites of the
zapata revolution in Morelos.
Q: Moving on to international affairs,
what are your views on Reagan's foreign
policy to Latin America?
A: The way in which I see the current
adminsitration's policy with regard to Latin
America, in general" and Central America,
specifically, does not really deviate very
much .frorn the foreign policy of other I
administrations.
The Latin Americans, as a whole, have .
not benefitted from our activities with
them. The American people, as a whole,
have not benefitted from our aetivities and
dealings with Latin America.
The U.S. Government, "ever since the
Second World War, has trained Latin
American militaries to make sure that
internal inusurrection does not lake place.
Since one of those internal insurrections did
take place and became very successful in
Cuba in 1959, the United States
Government, regardless of a Democratic or
Republican administration, 'has increased
its military spending and aid toward Latin
American regimes.
At the same time, they have tried to
pump more money into the Latin American
region to bring about development and
progress that will get rid of the causes of
revolution, which is lack of jobs, lack of a
proper diet and lack of land for the
majority of the people.
Mr. Reagan's policy on Latin America is
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History Professor Dr. Errol Jones will teach
in Guadalajara spring semester: File photo
the same as every other president's policy.
There has been, about the time that Mr.'
Reagan came into power, another success-
ful insurrection to get rid of the old elites,
and to give power into the hands of the,
• majority of the people, and' I'm talking
here about Nicaragua.
'Then the Reagan administration became
dedicated to making sure that the same
thing is not going to happen in EI Salvador.
The United States is pitted against Russia
and Russia is using Cuba and Nicaragua as
its surrogate agents to stimulate revolution,
revolt and rebellion in Central America.
I don't see it that way. And I don't find
any evidence to support that particualr
situation. In terms of factual materiakyou
cannot find it. I think the Reagan
adminsitration is real1y committing the
errors of the past.
Q: Do you feel- that the leftist movement
in EI Salvador is an inspired movement?
Or, do you hold the president's view that it
is a result of Soviet expansion?
A: A lot of people say that EI Salvador's
rebellion, right now is a peasant rebellion
against the wealthy land owners and the
elites that ruled the country for so long. It's
more than that. It'.s a rebellion of those
individuals who were in the middle class.
Many of these middle class people saw the
military's alliance with a very tiny elite that
. control1ed coffee, lands, banking and
virtually controlled all the economic power
ofthe country, cutting off avenues for
upward mobility.
No doubt the Soviet Unionloves to see
these kinds of problems in the hemisphere.
It draws the United States into those kinds
of things. It causes us to expend a great deal
20% OFF!·
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Bennett does have some talent to work
with. Suzanne Anderson and Laurie Bruck
are capable seniors and Cindy Doan and
The men's and women's tennis teams. ' Kristine Pudlinger figure. to see plenty of
under the- guidance of coach John Bennett action when the tennis season arrives,
have begun their fall 'workouts in Bennett's main source of enthusiasm lies
preparation for the spring season and, in a large number of returning players with
according to Bennett. the women are in experience and depth. However. Bennett .
need of more players. ' added. "It's a little too early to' tell
Bennett is entering his first year as coach' anything.·....... '
of rhe'tennis teams. replacing Bus Connors The teams have been drilling and
and Jean Boyles. practicing five days a week and working on
"I am looking to build the program, My what Bennett calls his two areas of
goal is to recruit and to build the women's emphasis, "We are trying to increase the
'program to a stronger point through mental toughness. Mental toughness and
BSU Football Head Coach Lyle Setencich recruiting." Bennett said. conditioning are two areas I feel strongly
didn't bring home a victory last Saturday. "We currently have four or five women, about." he said. .
But we need at least seven." Bennett said. Women interested in trying out for the
About seven minutes later, Jones ran ' ' team can contact Bennett at the BSUDespite the lack of recruiting a year ago
away with the game and BSU's top spot in • courts from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.
the Big Sky Conference. f-' -::an~d;t;h;esu;;b;;Se;;q;;u;;en;;t;;l;;ow;;;;tu;;r;n;o;ut;t;;h;is;;sc;;as;o;;n;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~
Both BSU and MSU are 4-1 in I
conference play, and the Idaho State
University Bengals are one game behind at
3-1. If BSU and MSU are tied at the end of
conference play. Montana, State would
receive the automatic berth to the NCAA
Division I AA playoffs.
The Bobcats' record is 6-2 overall and the
Broncos' is 5-3 as of last weekend.
If Boise State wins their last two
conference games against Idaho and Wever
State. their best hope of regaining a lead in •
the conference comes when MSU plays
Northern Arizona University Nov. 10._
NAU gave the Broncos a hard time in
Flagstaff. and will be Montana State's
toughest conference challenge remaining.
However, Montana State will have the
home field advantage.
************************************************
B.S.U.Outdoor Activites Center
Proudly presents '
SPORTS
New tennis coach seeks
more women' players
by Jeff Morris
The University News
by Dana Strong
The University News
Broncos lose game
end conference leod
to Montatici-Sfdte
The BSU Broncos lost sole possession of
first place in the Big Sky Conference when
they lost to .the Montana State Bobcats
22-18 in Bozeman on Saturday.
The Bobcats won the game and moved
into a tie for first place with the Broncos on
an 8o-yard pass play on the frozen natural
turf of Reno H. Sales Stadium before 8,387.
people, ,
With 6:58 left to go in the game, the
Broncos leading 18-15, Bobcat quarterback
Kelly Bradley plinked a 2-yard screen pass
to running back Jessie Jones.
Jones. fresh after seeing little action the
first half, shrugged off three Bronco
defenders near the line of scrimmage.
leaped over a _ falling Bronco player
downfield, then charged to the goal line
behind a wall of blockers.
BSU failed to mount a successful attack
'after getting the ball twice in the remaining
six minutes.
The MSU defense, led by defensive end
Mark Fellows. kept the Broncos out of the
end zone the first half. but didn't keep the
offense from gaining yardage.
At the half, the Broncos had racked up
253 yards rushing and passing, and tailback
Jon Francis ran for 93 of them. The only
Bronco score the first half came off the
foot of Tony Hunter. Later, he missed
three field goal attempts from 47,46 and 42'
yards.
Every time BSU got close to the end
zone. the Bobcat defense was able to pull
together and stop the Broncos cold.
But not so in the second half. After
Montana State upped their score to 15 with
a two-point play after a second touchdown,
the Broncos scored their first touchdown
on a 33-yard pass play from quarterback
Hazsen Choates to freshman wide receiver
Steve Hale.
Their second touchdown came with 13:44
left in the game after BSU linebacker Carl
Keever recovered a fumble deep in MSU
territory. The touchdown moved the
Broncos ahead for the first time in the
game, 18-15.
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FUJI'DELREV' was $299.95- SALE $235
just 24 Pounds - 12 Speeds
FUJI'ESPREE'was $269.95 - SALE $215
Triple Butted VALITE FRAME
FUJI'BERKElEY'was S194.95 - SALE 5165
FUJIQualitv at a [ow price
Wayler '83 ¥PSIw~:is~95 - SALE S!575
Gregol)' 'Snow Creek' , , .
Pack was$210 SALE$T85-
Moonstone 'Island Packer'
Sleeping Bag was 5112, SALE 575
Wilderness Experience 'Northern Lite'
Sleeping Bag - rated to -10
was 5140 SALE S112
Valtonen Waxless SKI Packag'e'
Skis, Boots, Poles, Bindings
Reg.$155 complete $99.95
~!J
One tree can make One match can burn'
3,000,000matches. 3,000,000trees.
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Jefferson Sf. Downtown
Images Of,nature's power places are splashed
across the screen. to a custom-mixed stereo
soundtrqckMemones, fantasies, dreams, visions...
are all brought to life in this photographic
rnum-imoce concert.
DATE:SATNOV.10 TIME:7:30p.m.
PLACE:SUBallroom
ADMISSION:52.50 BSUstudents & 53.50public
*************************************************
~_The..u.lli~U!.LV.elY.s: __W~Cli~...o.Ctgb.et31 •. 19.84.,... "._ .. ~_._".. "_.. ,._ ._ .. _, .._.... -- --". ,-~-'"-_ •••••••. "~..;~ ••• --"''';--_''' ••• • ~----
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NOTE!Special production workshop
Photography, slides, mUlti-image video as
powertul communication tools.
Saturday Nov. 10. 1-5 p.m.
BSUStudent Union Ballroom.
Formore into, call 385-1223.
<. ~~
MOUNTAiN' VISIO~S
AN' UNCOMMON WILDERNESS ADVENTIJRE
9 projectors
Images 36 feel wide
concert sound -
• presented by
Gary O. Grimm & Katy Flannagan
, ' .~.."..>;', ... ""' c':' ..•• ".;. '"~ _.::.>.:'. , . .':i ' ...... ,.- J~' ~..;....... '.
Volleyball team must
win, locks crowd support
by Jeff Morris
The University News
Bengals Saturday. The' Broncos are
,currently tied for fifth place with the
Bengals in the MWAC. Only the top four
teams in the conference advance to the
'MWAC tournament, Bailey said.
The Broncos play their games in' the old
gymnasium. Both games start at 7:30 and
admission to BSU students is free.
Bailey said' that a strong BSU crowd
could determine whether the Broncos
continue on to post-season play. So far the
team has seen a light turnout of BSU fans,
she added. She said that BSU has one of the
smaller followings in the league.
"Volleyball is a momentum game and
spectators have quite a bit of influence in
the game," Bailey said, adding, "Every-
• '"f •• " •..•
, -
Tuna Pie used three safeties and a
bend-but-don't-break philosophy on de-
fense in reaching their victory.
The Super Scoopers, Campus Creatures,
Commetts and Whatevers were the four
'finalists in the cooed softball tournament
played Monday and Tuesday. No results
were available.
Sign-ups for mens, womens and co-ed
volleyball will run through Oct, 31.
A three-day ski instructor clinic will be
conducted Nov. 24 - 26 by the Boise City
Recreation Dept. in conjunction with
Bogus Basin ski schools.
A meeting for interested persons will be
held at Fort Boise Community Center at
7:30 p.rn, Nov.'7. Clinic fee is $25.
For further information, contact the
Boise City Recreation Dept., 384-4256.
Instructor clinic
The BSU women's volleyball team could
qualify for the post-season conference
tournament if they win their final four
games, a task made easier with a larger fan
contingent; head coach Darlene Bailey said
Monday.
This week will be the last chance to see
BSU's volleyball team at home as they vie
for a berth in post-season tournament play
in the Mountain West Athletic Conference.
"If we don't win our next two weekends
of games, our season's over," Bailey said.
"We need to be playing as well as we can
play."
T.hursday the Broncos will try to fend off
a late-season charge by the Weber State
Wildcats. They then play the Idaho State
c
Continued on pg. 14
The BSU volleyball team plays their last
home game this 'weekend, File photo
More sports on pg. 14
Outdoor Activities Center
B.S.U. Student Union Building
4TN
Intramurals
Tuna Pie emerged the champion of men's
intramural football with a 18-0 thrashing of
Rush two weeks ago.
Tuna Pie defeated Sig Epps 6-0, and
.Rush shut out the A-3 Silverbullets to earn
their way into the championship game for
the four-team tournament.
!
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STUOfNT UNION, B.I\lLI!OOM
SKI FASHION SHOW
LECTURES
FILMS
VIDEOS
WORKSHOPS
LATEST IN X-COUNTRY & ALPINE EQUIPMENT
SKI DAY
ADMISSION: FREE TO THE BSU COMMUNITY & $1.00 FOR GENERAL PUBLIC
I Ford i, proud (II 'plll1",r the Ford
Hronco II \i,lIe\ hall Classic. ,\ verv spc-
cial mtrumurul ;olle\'I1;,1I (IIllrnal11~1H
for vour collcge intrumurul program.
Come out·
and enjoy
the fun!!
,<*if',.:J- EVERYONE C.\:"II'I.\YAllstudents. ,r"I'I' und facolt\ are eli-gihfc to compete. Winner: receive
~I\\arlb l'lIt1ncs~ of Ford \lcl[or
( :111111"'11\,
BSU
, lip \I ith your Inrnunurul/Rccrcntiona,
Sport IJcpartmcnt wd,,,!
JOIN THE nx
J.iC~ldthe inforrn~l[illn uhovc and ,ig,n
FoR1) IIRO.W:O /I ill/dlnr fiJ8-1 {',S, 1;,//n'/"tI/
1i'(/Ill ... ,I (;O/tltll Ihiiwlllfl/ltt',t -
Ford l'OIlRfa(llhtre, the I ,S, \len\ Vollcvball Tcam
on \I innim; the Olvmpi« (,old \lctbl.
As their pruud spunsur, Forti I>i\'i,ioll,aiutes the
I',S, \len\ \i,lIeyhall'lcam tor its goltl-Illetlalper-
furmancc iu the XXIII Olvmpic« at 1.0, ~\l1geles,
'Ii, go ,III the \la~ W the XXIII Olvmpiad, \<HI need
~ ra\l talent. tireless dedication, and vcurs of hurd
work. The t',S. \i,lIeyhal\'lc'1I11 tlf,pla\,ed them
all. and weapplaud their achievement.
~ .-. ~-.__' - ~) '.J. .
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SIGN UP NOW!
Sign ups for Men's, Women's and Co-Ree's
Volleyball will take place:
Date: October 31, 1984
Place: I.M.Office,~Pavi1ion
385-1166
6:30 a.m, to
9:30 p.m.
-,
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CALENDAR
Thursday, November 1
Boise School Volunteers Conference, SUB,
8:30 a.m-z p.m. •
Theatre Unlimited, one-act plays, I'm
Herbert, The Gigolo of Jerome A venue,
Close Ties, Morrison Center, Stage II, 8:15
p.m,
Stagecoach production, Dracula, Women's
Club, 8 p.rn.
Culinary Arts, orders open for Holiday
Bake Sale, Nov. 21,385-1957.
Pre-registration materials available, Regist-
rar's office, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday, November 2
Aimual Faculty Art Show, BSU Museum of
Art, Liberal Arts building, through Nov.
, 20, reception for the artists, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
BSU Wives and Women, Gifts for All
Seasons, .Boisean Lounge, SUB.
Trust Fund Recital, Morrison Center
Recital Hall.tB p.m.
Theatre Unlimited; Twain by the Tale,
Morrison Center Stage II, 8: IS p.m,
SPB Film, Walkabout, Ada Lounge, SUB,
'7 p.m,
Saturday, November 3
Beaux Arts Societe, Arts for Christmas
Sale, BGA, through Nov. 10
Oak Ridge Boys concert, Pavilion, 8 p.m,
tickets are $12.50 and $10.00 with $1.00
discount for BSU students.
Theatre Unlimited, one-act plays, I'm
Herbert, The Gigolo' of Jerome A venue,
Close Ties, Morrison Center Stage II, 8:15
p.m.
Treasure Valley Library Assn., workshop,
Nez Perce Room, SUB, 8:30 a.m,
sundov, November 4
SPB Film, Walkabout, Ada Lounge, SUB,
7 p.m.
Guita~ Society Concert, SPEC, 8 p.m.
Monday, November 5
First cold-drill book on sale, Selected
Poems by Carolyn Foote, BSU Bookstore.
Tuesday, November 6
Election Day
Vietnam Veterans Slide Show, SUB
Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 7
Union Short Course, Nordic Ski Maint- ,
enance, SUB, '7 p.rn.
YOPYUBE
Thursday, November 1
8:00 p.rn. The Idaho Debates. U.S.
Senator James. McClure meets Democrat
Pete Busch and Libertarian Don Billings.
Marc Johnson moderates. KAID-4.
9:00 p.m. Mystery! Rumpole of the
Bailey, "Rumpole and the Old Boy
Network." Rumpole is confronted perso-
nalIy and professionally by the "old boy
network" when he defends a couple
accused of blackmail and operating a
brothel. KAlp·4.
-
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Sunday, November 4
12:00. noon Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,
,Dick Van Dyke, Sally Ann Howes, Lionel
Jeffries. An eccentric 'inventor spruces up
an old car and, in fantasy, takes his
children and girlfriend in it to a land where
children are forbidden. KTRV-12.
3:00 p.m. Friendly Persuasion, Gary
Cooper, Dorothy McGuire, Anthony
Perkins. This film deals with the individual
reactions of a family of five as the enemy
reaches them during the Civil War, which
the Quakers refused to fight in. KTRV-12. '
Monday, November 5
9:()0 p.m. Heritage: Civilization and the
Jews, "The Golden Land" (1654-1932).
From colonial times through the Great
Depression, this program traces the
successive phases of Jewish emigration to .
America. KAID-4.
10:30 p.m. The Case of Dashiell
Hammett. An exploration of hard-boiled
detective stories, left-wing politics and the
enigmatic life of the author of "The
Maltese Falcon" and "The Thin Man."
KAID:4.
Tuesday, November 6
8:00 p.rn. Nova, "Nomads of the Rain
Forest." A VIsit with the Waorini tribe in
Ecuador which first came into contact with
modern civilization in the ,1950s. Their
existence provides insights into the
existence of a Stone Age people. KAID-4.
9:00 p.rn, The Idaho Vote. Live
continuous coverage of the election returns
from around the. state. Marc Johnson
hosts. KAID-4.
Wednesday, November 7
7:00 p.m, The Big Country, Gregory
Peck, Jean- Simmons, Charlton Heston.
The fiance of a rancher's daughter arrives
from Baltimore to marry her and becomes
involved in a duel over water rights. KTRV.
8:00 p.rn. The Brain, "Stress' and
Emotion." The case histories of a man who
'suffered an accidental, frontal lobotomy
and a stress-ridden professional frame this
episode about pain, anxiety and behavior.
KAID-4.
RADIO RAVE
Thursday, November 1
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Southside
Johnny and the Jukes, Hearts of Stone,
KBSU-FM, 91.3
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, The
Rumour, Frogs, Sprouts, 'Clogs and
Krauts, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Saturday, November 3
ll:oo p.m, Metalshop, KIDQ-FM, 104.
Sunday, November 4
11:00 p.m, King Biscuit Flower .Hour,
Dire Straits, KIDQ-FM, 104.
Monday, November 5
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, The British
Electrical Foundation, Music of Quality
and Distinction, KBSU-FM; 91.3.
Tuesday, November 6
5:00p.m. Afterwork Special, The Gun
Club, Las Vegas Story, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, November 7
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, The Wayne
Johnson Trio, Arrowhead, KBSU-FM,
91.3,
ON STACiE
'0
Friday, November 2
9:00 p.m. Great Performances, "An
Englishman Abroad." Actress Coral
Browne plays herself in this dramatization
of her - encounter with the notorious
defector, Guy Burgess, played by Alan
Bates. KAlD-4.
10:30 p.rn. Rare Silk. Combining
elements of traditional jazz with their own
styles, this pop/jazz singing group creates a ' "
distinct and refreshing sound. KAID-4. Bouquet: The Hi-Tops
Crazy Horse: H-Hour (formerly Catch-22)
Pengilly's: Cuando
Peter Schott's: Gene Harris '
Red Lion Downtowner: Up Town
RustyHarpoon: P.F. Flyer
Sandpiper: Venini and Elias
Whiskey River: Jettison Eddy'
Saturday, November 3
_ 4:00 p.m. Media Probes, "TV News." A
study of how the drive for ratings has led to
some amazing newsroom "Packages."
Hosted by John Cameron Swayzee.
KAID-4. ,
8 ' TheUniverSity!VewsWediiesday, October 31, 1984 " ' , "
Theatre unlimited,
Threatre Unlimited will perform "Twain by
the Tale" and three one-act plays Oct. 31-Nov.
3 at 8:15 p.rn. on Stage IIof the Morrison
Center.
The company, a cooperative effort by Boise
State University and the Boise Senior Center.
opened Oct. 21 with "Twain by the Tale," a
production of vignettes based on the works of
Mark Twain. The performance will be repeated
Nov.2.
On Nov. I and 3, Theatre Unlimited will
perform an evening of three one-acts: "I'm
Herbert," "The Gigolo of Jerome Avenue,"
and selections from "Close Ties ." _
Tickets for the reserved seat performances are
$3 for general admission, $2 for senior citizens
and students, and free for full-time BSU
students. Tickets are on sale at the Morrison
Center box office. For reservations call
385-1462.
Spaghetti dinner'
The Snake River Alliance will have its second
dinner this fall on Saturday, November 3, from
6 p.m.-8 p.rn., at the YWCA. The program will
be a debate on the effectiveness of the electoral
process for presidential candidates by the BSU
Speech and Debate Team and will begin at 8
p.m,
The dinner will feature spaghetti, tossed salad
and garlic bread. In addition, Hoy Polio will
provide melodic jazz music.
Tickets are $4.00 for adults and $1.50 for
children. For further information, call Deanna
Smith at 344-9161.
Free recital
Christmas saleViolinist Karen Krout, clarinetist Michael
Bankston and pianist Chuck Enlow will perform
at 8 p.rn. Friday, Nov. 2, in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall.
The Trust Fund Recital is funded by the
American Federation of Musicians and is free.
The trio will perform works by Stravinsky,
Milhaud, Brahms, and Ravel. Krout is
concertmaster of the Boise Philharmonic and
teacher of violin and viola at BSU. Bankston is
principal clarinet in the Boise Philharmonic and
faculty member at Northwest Nazarene College.
Enlow is a free-lance pianist and accompanist
for the Boise Master Chorale.
The Beaux Arts Societe will present its annual
Arts for Christmas Sale Nov. 3-10 at the Boise
Gallery of Art. Gift items, jewelry, toys,
clothing and pottery will be sold. Each room of
the BGA will be organized around a theme. The
rooms will include a picture gallery, a pottery
'room, a children's'room, a kitchen and a living
room.
The sale is a fund-raiser for the Beaux Arts
Societe, which helps support the BGA. The
hours will be daily from 10 a.m.-5 p.m., except
Wednesday and Friday, when the sale will
continue until 9 p.rn.
--2
Annuqlfacultyart show
The annual Faculty Art Show on display Nov.
2-20 at the BSU Museum of Art offers some-
<bing for every artistic taste;
The show features the artwork of 21 faculty
.members of the art department, including
drawings, paintings, printmaking, ceramics,
sculpture, and photOgr~~hY. A reception for the
artists will open the exhibit Friday, Nov. 2, 7:30
to 9:30 p.m, at the museum.
The museum, located in the Liberal Arts
building, is open Monday through Friday, 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. No admission will be charged.'
........ 1' .< .. 1, •... , ..•. ~-
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Fourth annual BSUskfday
Getting you and your ski equipment ready for
winter will be the focus of several Union Short
Courses and the Fourth Annual Ski Day at
Boise State University during November.
Nordic Ski Maintenance will meet Nov. 7,
and Alpine Ski Maintenance Nov. 14. Both
classes will include hands-on presentation of
pre-season equipment, tune-lip trips; and
suggested regular mainteriance for skis, boots"
and bindings. ,
Introduction to Cross Country Skiing will be
taught Nov. 20, with a discussion of buying and,
preparing equipment, techniques, waxing, and
dress.
All three of the classes will begin at 7 p.rn. in,
the Student Union Building.
The Fourth Annual BSU Ski Day is set for
Thursday, Nov. 15, in the Student Union
Ballroom from 10 a.m.-8 p.rn. The free Ski Day
events will include ski films and vendor exhibits
of new equipment, as well as information from
area ski resorts about packages offered for the
coming season.
Registration for the non-credit Union Short
Courses may be completed at the UnionStation
in the SUB for a $3 one-time per semester
non-refundable fee plus $1 per course.
For information call the Student Activities
Office at 385-1223.
:pt
Oak Ridge Boys
lUai
se
, The Oak Ridge Boys will be in concert at the
Pavilion Nov. 3 at 8 p.rn. Tickets are on sale at
all Select-A-Seat Outlets and cost $12.50 and
$10.00, with a $1.00 discount for BSU students.
The group's album Oaks is a double platinum
Grammy award winner. Oak Ridge Boy Joe
Bonsall said, "We want this to be a longevity
thing. We want to be a force, to keep the
momentum rolling."
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_.Dracula
Stagecoach, Inc. will perform Dracula Nov.
1-3at the Women's Club. The play is directed
by Scott Beseman andalso ran Oct. 25-27 and
Halloween. Admission is $5.00 and curtain is at
8 p.m, Advance tickets are available at all
Ballou-Latimer.locations. Reservations and
information, call 345-6554. .
War memorial 'Guitar society
Boise veteran Steve Neff will narrate a slide
show, "The Wall," on Tuesday, Nov. 6, about
his visit to the 1982 dedication ceremony of the
Veitnam war memorial in Washington, D.C.
The show, which also details many of Neffs
personal experiences during the Veitnam war,
will begin at 7:30 p.m, in the Boise State Student
Union Ballroom. ,,'
A $4 admission charge at, the door will be used
to begin a BSU scholarship fund for'veterans
and to send veterans to.Washington when the
memorial is dedicated as a national monument.
The presentation includes more than 120
slides of the memorial dedication and the
Vietnam war, as well as poems and songs
written during that yen. .
There will be a discussion period after the
slides about the United States' involvement in
Vietnam lind its effect on the country today.,
The BSt! Guitar Society's annual fall concert,
Nov. 4 at ,8p.rn, in the Special Events Center,
will include pieces from the baroque, classical
and romantic eras, as well as rag-time and jazz.
Admission is $4 general admission, $1 for
students, senior citizens and BSU staff and
. faculty,
Theater for youth
The Idaho Theater for Youth will run a
Theater Experience workshop on Nov. 3 at 11
a.m. in the BSU Reading Center. The cost of the
workshop, which is for children ages 3-12, is
$5.00. Call 34S..()()60 for information about
advance registration.
the
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Tinted by a, kaliedescope of color,
guitarist Pat Metheny and his powerhouse
band played a two-hour flawless set Oct. 24
that took the audience into a musical
landscape few have ever experienced.
The evening, however, began on the
bizarre side. Metheny's screeching sound-
ing guitar introduced "The Forward
March"--a marching band tune that had
some people feeling rather uneasy and
hesitant about what was to come.
There was no need to worry: after that
odd beginning, Metheny gave the audience
what they had come for; a warm and ,... .....
refreshing guitar sound that aims for direct
melody which beautifully captures the big
city images of jazz.
Metheny's solos were breathtaking. Bent
over, body in a constant sway, Metheny's
fingers scrambled endlessly up the neck of
the guitar, squeezing out liquid notes. It
almost seemed as. if Metheny had removed
the limitations of the guitar, inserting cries
and shrieks of what sounded like dolphins
and elephants.
Metheny's band was equally impressive.
Lyle Mays showed his versatility with the
keyboard, switching from a pumping piano
'to a mesmerizing organ, perfectly setting
the tempo for the perspective moods of the
songs. Steve Redby is simply one of the,
finest electric and stand-up bassists around. '
His bass lines perfectly punctuated the
slashing cymbals of the percussion unit.
. Paul Wertico and Pedro Aznar put on
quite a brilliant display-with their drum'
Hart hasn't enough
'Drummer ·Girl' harsh
by Stephen King
Th~ University News
by Edith Decker
The University News
Corey Hart is still wearinghis sunglasses
at night in his new video, "That Ain't
Enough" which is reminiscent of his first
video.
The sunglasses come off early in this
video; however, Hart keeps the dim
lighting, low-profile costuming and make-
up and basic storyline of "Sunglasses at
Night."
Hart is after a woman who is out of his
reach -- a high society girl with an
obnoxious high society boyfriend. Hart
plays the let's-hang-around-under-the-neon
by Edith Decker
The University News
Little Drummer Girl, starring Oscar-win-
. ner, Diane Keaton, offers a complex plot
concerning a Zionist terrorist group and
their struggle to halt the team responsible
for anti-Zionist- bom-bings.
The Zionists recruit Charlie (Keaton), an
American studying theater in Britain. The
plot, follows Charlie from one end of
Europe to the other as she and her cohorts
,attempt to stifle the anti-Zionist terrorists.
The screenplay supplies the pieces of a
shattered glass which is slowly reconstruct-
ed by each member of the audience.
This extremely .effective gimmick is
reminiscent of a "Columbo" segment-when
the detective gathers those involved and
uncovers his brilliant piece of deduction. At
some point, all the Columbos of the
audience reach their own epiphany in
Drummer Girl.
Keaton ,is believable and crushingly
. emotional as her character is slowly drawn
into the entanglement of bombings, spies,
counter spies and political revolutions.
Charlie, the actress, is playing the part of
her life and her life depends on her
performance, .
Keaton perfectly presents the fissure in
Charlie's character as the pacifist ideals
begin to be overshadowed by the terrorist
actions .she ,is engaging in.
Yorgo Voyagis plays'Michel (only one. of
solos which ranged from a heavy African
beat to the, whistles and beat of reggae.
Metheny's dazzling skill as a. jazz
guitarist became evident with his soft
textural solos. As if the guitar was part of
his body, every movement carved out a
dream-like escape.
Above all, Metheny is a fantastic
entertainer. He gave total respect to his
audience. There were no gimmicks or
sensational tactics used. Metheny openly
talked with the audience.
The audience reciprocated with the
ever-expected standing ovation that
brought the band out for one more song be-
fore it vanished offstage into the darkness.
sign-until-something-nifty-happens type.
What happens is the girl shows up in a
spiffy-looking convertible.
Hart follows her into a ritzy restaurant
and proceeds to win her heart. High society
boyfriends, however, are not the sort to be
moved-in on and Hart finds himself back
under the neon.
"That Ain't Enough" is an easy song
which is already on the charts with an easy,
low-key video to match. Hart is not flashy
and tells a story well. He won't be in the
forefront of creative video work, but "That
Ain't Enough" is well done, if lukewarm
, on ingenuity.
f.
his pseudonyms) the handsome, gentleman-
ly fellow who Charlie falls for as he guides
her steps as a novice revolutionary. Voyagis
is extremely good at being calm and never
seems to change his expression.
Klaus Kinski, on the other hand, who
plays Kurtz, the terrorist leader, wavers
between a cold intellectual and the loving
father figure for the group.
Drummer Girl was shot on location in
West Germany, Greece, Lebanon, Israel
and England with stunning credibility as a
result. The film was technically sound,
throughout.
Scenes that stand out in the film include
one in which Charlie, training in a
Lebanese boot camp to make her plausible
as an anti-Zionist recruit (though she's
working for the Zionists), is tested by
watching a spy be executed after she, in,
effect, pronounces his death sentence and
stands by 'as it is carried out.
Little Drummer Girl has- a complicated,
interesting plot and features a great
performance by Keaton. However, it is
plagued by too many characters and not
enough characterization. It' is a sharp,
harsh chronicle 'of sabotage and terrorism
that makes you glad thai bombs don't go
, off weekly in Idaho ,as they do in the
. Middle East. . ' ,
The film is rated R, contains nudity,
some profanity and violence. It is playing at
the Mann theaters at Overland .and Five
Mile. .'
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DE'PARTMENT c;>FHEAlTH ,
PHYSICAl EDUCATION
'.&RECREATION ANNOUNCES
LIFETIME ACTIVITIES FOR YOUI!I
Fitness Activities
Boise State University's Physical Education program of- .
fers a wide variety of activity classes. Check it out and
take advantage of them!!
* * Eight, (that's right, eight!), Fitness Activity classes
"can be used toward graduation."
*.Remember, these classes will notbe found in the
catalogue. Look instead under Fitness Activities .••
-
Tentative Spring Schedule
Recreation
i~i~~o:~~:~F~:~t;~:
1:00·4:00 PM (families) Sat. & Sun.
Main Gym
The main gym will be closed after Spring Break star-
tlng April 1st.
5:30·9:00 PM M·R
12:00·5:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
Pavilion Facilities
General Hours:
6:30 AM·9:00 PM M·F
Noon·8:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
Jogging Track.
6:30 AM·3:00 PM M·F
5:00·6:00 PM M·F
Pavilion Woight Room
6:30·8:30 AM M·F
11:30·12:30 PM M,W
11:30·1:30 PM T,R
10:30·12:30 PM F
1:30·3:30 PM F
Noon·8:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
5:30·9:00 PM M·F
PE Annex Weight Room
11:40·1:30 PM M·F
6:00·8:00 PM M·F
12:00·4:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
Pavilion Auxlliary Gym
3:40·5:30 PM M·F
6:30·9:30 PM M·P'
Noon·8:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
Racquetball Courts
Open Play:
6:30·7:30 AM M·F
11:30·1:30 PM M·F
5:30·7.:00 PM M·F
Noon·2:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
, Reservations:
7:30~8:30 AMM·F
7:30·11:30 AM F
3:30·5:30 PM M·R
1:30·5:30 PM F
7:00·9:00 PM M·F
2:00·8:00 PM Sat. & Sun.
,,~-....,
Intramurals
The Boise State Outdoor Adventure Program has ex-
tended Its classroom boundaries to Include mountains,
fields, rivers and oceans. It also provides credit to those
who trek through them. The program's emphasis is on
exploring new environments whether geographical,
cultural or physical.
, The Outdoor Adventure Program (OAP.) Is now of-
fering !the following outdoor courses and journeys for
the 1985 Spring Semester:
Skiing
FA
X·C II Beg.·lnt.253
X·C III Backcountry354
X·C IV INST; PREP Course453
Alpine 11251
Alpine 111351
Bicycle
FA
Touring 1158
Mountains
FA
Rockcllmbing 1158
Camping (Winter Survival) 11251
Trips
Jackson Hole Feb.
Jackson Hole March
, Mexico Christmas
Mexico Spring Break
~ahamas Salling, Diving
Flat Water
FA
-Canoe 1117
Salling115
Sailboardlng114
Dlv.lng
FA
Scuba, Skin 1112
Moving Water
FA
Rafting 1116
Rafting 11216
Kayak 1111
Kayak 11211
Canoe 11217
The Intramural Program at BSU offers a variety of
organized recreational activities for BSU students and
faculty. Activities offered for the rest of the school year
will Include:
rJIen's Women's and Coed Volleyball
3 on 3 Basketball Men and Women
Hot Shot Freethrow Contest '
One on One Basketball Men and Women
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Coed Volleyball Spring League
Badminton Singles Men and Women
Racketball Singles Men and Women
Men's Volleyball Spring League
Badminton Doubles Men's, Women's and Mixed
Coed Basketball
Coed Softball
Men's Softball'
Women's Softball
Racquetball Doubles Men's, Women's and'Mixes
Fun Run
Special, Events: Doubles VUlleyball, 4 person Volleyball
and a Fun Run will take place during the semester,
Entry Deadline
Oct 31st
Nov. 21st
Nov. 21st
Nov. 21st
Jan. 30th
Jan. 30th
Jan. 30th
Jan. 30th
Feb. 27th
Feb. 27th
Feb. 27th
Feb. 27th
Feb. 27th
April 3rd
April 3rd
April 3rd
April 3rd
April 25th
Play Begins
Nov. 5th
Nov. 26th
Nov. 26th
Nov. 26th
Fob. 4th
Feb. 4th
Feb. 4th
Feb. 4th
March 4th
'March 4th
March 4th
March 4th
March 4th
April 8th -
April 8th
April 8th
April 8th
April 25th
Further Information:
Physical Education Office, Gymnasium 209
385·1570. . ,
385.1131. Intramural Recr~atlon Office, Pavilion,
Outdoor Adventure Coordinator PE AN.
NEX, 385·1951. . . "
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Human carelessness The problem is that this fetus was left inthe BlOO Concepts of Biology Laboratory
exhibits that were mandatory for this
oarticular laboratory, and therefore
difficult to avoid, .
.In -the BSU Catalog, BlOO is listed as a
"basic course for non-majors." I would
question the biology department's interpre-
tation of "basic" and of the material they
think suitable to expose to non-majors.who
do not have the benefit of a scientific
background.
I support the biology department in their'
studies of human development, but I also
support the rights of those students who
were either offended -or disturned by this
carelessness. I am among those who were
offended, simply because this carelessness
is not necessary.
This was evident because the fetus had
not been mentioned in class, nor did it have
anything to do with the procedure of the
assigned laboratory.
Of alI the places to store something that
is so potentially disturbing to those students
that are not prepared emotionally or
scientificalIy to observe it, the counter of a
Concepts Laboratory is not the wisest
choice.
HopefulIy, the Biology Department will
have the consideration to store the fetus in
a more appropriate place.
Editor of The News:
Boise State's biology department de-
serves to be reprimanded due to negligence
in conducting their laboratories. This
negligence did hot stem from something
they did not do, -but rather something they
did do without proper consideration of the
possible impact on some students.
On October 25, in room 203 of the
Science/Nursing building, a human fetus in
an open container was left on a counter.
Understandably, the study of human
developmentis a part of higher education'.
Unfortunately, the study is not the
problem.
1
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Interested in 0
Student Exchange Program?
Informational Meefing .
Nov. 6 12:30
Motional Student Exchange
Caribou Room
snicent Union Bldg.
Your plasma makes a difference.
Park Center
Chiropractic
Thedifference between
a boy leading a normal,
active life or being an invalid.
Theseboys have a blood disease.called.
hemophilia, which simply means tnat their
blood cannot clot by itself. Theypreviously
led a pretty .sheltered life because they could
_bleed to death from a-minor injury.
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OPINION ,e
As a first step, the Administration has
proposed a five-year, $26 billion research
program to lay the groundwork for
construction and deployment of missile
defenses. Just to research whether this
approach is, feasible would thus cost as
much as the entire MX missile program.
Arms Control Negotiations
Unprepared at the outset to accept arms
talks with the USSR, the Reagan
Administration reluctantly acceded to
pressure from its NATO allies and the
American peace movement. Negotiations
on Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF, or
Euro-missiles) and strategic arms (START)
began in 1981-82, but reach~d .no
agreements.
At the INF and START talks, initial U.S.
proposals would have required the Soviets
to make major reductions without
comparable U.S. concessions. The Admini-
stration proposed the "zero option" at the
INF talks, agreeing to halt the planned
deployment of U.S. Pershing lIs and cruise
missiles if the Soviets dismantled all of their
SS-20 missiles. The Soviets objected that
British and French nuclear forces and
nuclear-armed aircraft would remain
untouched by the "zero option." The U.S.
proposal was later changed to permit equal
number of U.S. and Soviet warheads, with
some U.S. deployments and some Soviet
reductions. regardless of the' number of
British and French warheads.
The Administration modified its START
proposal under congressional pressure to
include a version of the "build-down," a
plan that would scrap given numbers of
nuclear warheads while permitting new and
more accurate missiles with :'hard-target
capability" to be built and deployed. These
missiles are precisely the ones that trigger
increased nervousness on both sides.
President Reagan has vigorously opposed a
nuclear weapons freeze, a proposal that
, would halt the arms build-up.
Group critical of Reagan's nuclear arms policy
!TOOL MARTI
JOHN BRUMP.TON
NANCY BRUMPTON
3701~
Boile. Idaho 83705
(2Oll13U-lln4
If no START treaty is achieved, the
number of H-bombs in the U.S. arsenal will
rise from 9,000 to 14,000 by 1990,
according to the Congressional Budget
Office, and no strategic arms treaty will
have been reached and ratified by the
United States since 1972. .
The Reagan Administration would then
be the first since Dwight Eisenhower not to
achieve any nuclear arms agreement with
the Soviets and the first. since Herbert
Hoover not to meet with the top Soviet
leadership.
In 1984, the two sides discussed the
possibility of holding' talks on space
weapons. This effort collapsed, however.
The Administration's negotiating perfor-
mance has been impaired by the low
priority given to arms control, President
,Reagan's lack of background in the'
subject, and the presence In top posts of
officials who appear to reject, any
.agreement that the USSR might accept.
Central America
Seeing the region mainly as the scene of
an East-West confrontation, the Reagan
Administration has sent military aid and
advisers to the rightist governments
fighting against guerrillas in El Salvador
and Guatemala, financed a covert guerrilla
war. against the leftist government of
Nicaragua, initiated months-long military
maneuvers in Honduras,' and invaded
Grenada after Maurice Bishop was killed.
In 1983, President Reagan vetoed a bill
that would have linked U.S. aid to El
Salvador to improvement of human rights
in that country. The Administration later
backed the election of Jose Napoleon
Duarte, a centrist, to the Salvadoran
presidency, and has sought to increase
military aid to his government.
See Elections, page 15
•
The following is a guest opinion submit-.
ted by United Campuses AgaInst Nuclear
War. It is designed as an analysis of the
Reagan administration's and the Mondale
campaign's stances on military buildup, arms
control, .Central America and higher
education.
The opinions presented here do not
necessarily represent those of the editorial
staff of the University News, and should be
regarded solely as the opinions of the
authors. .
Like all of his predecessors since the
atom-bombing of Hiroshima in 1945, the
candidate elected President of the United
States on November 6 will control a nuclear
arsenal. Under the Constitution, the
President as commander-in-chief has sole
authority over these weapons. Previous
administrations considered the use of
nuclear arms on several occasions during
crisis situations.
Some Americans see these weapons of
awesome destructive power as guarantors
of the peace; others see them 'as threats to
survival. However viewed, nuclear weapons
continue to form the core of the arms race
between the United States and the Soviet
Union. The arms race in turn represents
one edge of the continuing global struggle
between the two superpowers.
United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear
War (UCAM) has focused on the arms race
in analyzing the positions of the major
presidential candidates. The record of the
Reagan Administration has been compared
with the candidacies of Walter Mondale
and Geraldine Ferraro and the Democratic
platform. To provide a broader perspec-
tive, we have added to this analysis two
other issues of interest to the campus
community: U.S. policy on Central
Americaand higher education.
forces.
Reagan also unleashed an ideological
attack on Soviet communism. In 1981 he
called the Soviet leaders "liars". and
','cheats" and described communism as "a
sad, bizarre chapter' in human history
whose last pages are even now being
written." .ln 1983, he called the USSR an
"evil empire," and said the downing of the
Korean airliner confirmed his view of the
Soviets.
. The rhejoric about nuclear weapons later
softened; by 1983 Reagan told the Japanese
parliament: "The only value in possessing
nuclear weapons is to make sure they can't
be used - ever." Likewise, in January 1984
he changed his anti-Soviet rhetoric in a
speech urging better relations with the
USSR.
Military Build-up and New Strategies
The Reagan Administration has under-
taken a five-year program of military
expansion costing $1.6 trillion, This
program includes the MX missile, the B-1
bomber and research on the Stealth
bomber, the Trident submarine with D5
missiles, intermediate-range missiles in
Europe, thousands of cruise missiles on
bombers and ships, a 6OD-ship navy,
precision-guided conventional munitions of
great accuracy, expansion of the Rapid
Deployment Force, and the production of
nerve gas (rejected by Congress in 1983,
after Vice President Bush twice broke tie
votes in the Senate to keep the measure
alive).
In addition to its own military programs,
the Administration has removed the
previous restraints on arms sales to other
countries. With sophisticated weapons now
flowing to the Middle East and other parts
of the Third World in record volume, U.S.
arms sales reached ~24 billion in fiscal
1982. In terms of agreements reached, the
U.S. regained its position as top arms
supplier to the Third World by fiscal 1983.
The global reach of Reagan military
programs is linked to a new and extended
dimension: outer space. The Administra-
tion is actively pursuing development of
anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons.
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Ronald Reagan's world view, long before
he became a presidential candidate in 1980,
saw the Soviet Union as the main source of
trouble in the world and stressed the need
for U.S. military superiority. Reagan
opposed all of the nuclear arms agreements
reached with the USSR. Reflecting his
views, the 1980 Republican Party platform ,
asserted that the United States must "build
toward a sustained defense expenditure
sufficient to . . .' reach the position of
military superiority that the American
people demand." As President, Reagan
declared in 1982 that Soviet strategic forces
have a "definite margin of superiority"
over U .S.forces.
While the 1984 Republican platform did
not repeat the 1980 pledge to achieve
military superiority, it did vow to maintain
U.S. "technological superiority" and to
seek "qualitative superiority" in naval
ANN'S OPTICAL 0 SHOP
When shopping for Vaurnet sunglasses
on the;se sunny I Fall days I come see your
friend ,s at Anns Optical '
Because we like our friends we provide:
II;'
* Custom FITTING
'* Unlimited tree a(jJustm~nts
* Free cleaning kit .
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MISS BRONCO
Identity crisis
Dear Miss Bronco,
My best friend just told me he was gay. I
try not to let it bother me, but I can't help
being afraid he's interested in me. I've
always thought I wasn't prejudiced, but
when he asked me to paint his nails for him,
I panicked and ran away. I don't want this
to ruin-our friendship, but I don't want
people to think I'm like that. Please help
me!
Signed,
Pink Isn't My Color
Dear Blue,
My, my, so the real wimpy, prejudiced,
ignorant, juvenile, judgemental, silly boy
comes through. Do you feel guilty? I'm
sure you do.so I'll continue to rub it in.
Your best friend is counting on you to
continue to be a friend and probably told
you he was gay so you could understand
him better/He doesn't necessarily want to
seduce you. After all, look at you--no
muscle, jaundiced eyes, stupid smile--why
do you think people make love with' the
lights out? .
As for people thinking that you're "like
that," not everyone will label you guilty by
association. Does everyone know he's gay?
If everyone does, what was your problem in
figuring it out?
Your friend will never know how you feel
if you don't tell him. Mention that you're
not gay but would like to hang around with
him and go on with your friendship. He.
probably won't make a big deal out of it if
you don't.,
Signed,
Think Pink
Miss Bronco
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North end Jokes
Dear Miss Bronco,
I'm new to Boise and I just rented an .
apartment in the north end. I've heard that·
people make fun of the north end and one
of my professors calls it, "the infamous
north end." When people ask me where I
live, should I tell them proudly or mumble
a lot so they don't know?
Signed,
Not Sure on 16th Street
Dear Not Sure,
There is nothing wrong with 16th Street
if you don't mind blocks and blocks of no
stop signs, creating a lar~e-sc~le game of
chicken with everyone figUrIng t~at the
other guy is going to stop for him and .
racing through the intersection. .
What does the north end have against at
least a couple of stop signs at the corners,
huh? ..
Of course, narrow streets and no one
playing a radio or walking along the
sidewalk make for a 'nice neighborhood.
Then there's the additional pleasure of not
being able to go out at night without a
250-pound bodyguard or a large
doberman.
Who could resist a neighborhood where
dogs run free so they can relieve themselves
on your. junipers, or where the word
"garage'~is a foreign term?
I understand, old pal, who could pas~ up
all.this 'and forgive themselves? .It..~ a
helluva spot forhabitatio~ (or cohabl~atlon
as the case may be). SIgned.
Even Dorm Life Doesn't Compare, ~nd
.., That's Sayin!: Sometbmg,
. Miss Bronco
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Volleyball------'--Multi-media shoW
comes to BSU'
by Jeff Morris
The. University News
What started as a modest slideshow to
highlight the outdoor program at the Univer- .
sity of Oregon turned into the large-screen'
multi-projector music-accompanied program
called Mountain VIsions.
Gary Grimm and Katy Flanagan wiIl be
at the SUB Ballroom Saturday, Nov. 10 to
present their audio-visual collage at 7:30
p.m, Admission is $2.50 for BSU students,
$3:50 for the general public. The two will
conduct a special production workshop the
same day from 1-5 p.m,
"When we first started, we were heavily
involved in showing people how to do things
in the outdoors, personally and publicly,"
Grimm said when he was in Boise Thursday
to negotiate the show with the BSU Outdoor-
Activities Center.
In the late sixties, Grimm was the direc-
tor of the outdoor program at the Universi- '
ty of Oregon when he was asked to speak
about the program. He decided to run a slide
show with his talk. "It was a lot better than
me just standing there telIing people about
it," Grimm said.
Now, he and Flanagan travel throughout
the country in a Millet beer truck-turned-
motor home showing their program as a way
to communicate their experiences in the out-
doors and help people appreciate their own.
Grimm said that people are attracted to
the show because it allows them to use their
own experiences to relate to the images on
the screen and the music in the air.
"They're watching captured moments and
use their own dreams to integrate themselves
into the image," Grimm said. "It gives the
person a chance to participate and use their
own experience and feelings and emotions in
their background. It's kind of a participatory
thing. "
Grimm said that he is not so presumptuous
as to say he is an artist, but that he's happy
he learned to be artistic and that he's always
learning to be creative ."
So far he has limited his photography and
travels to North America. Because he wanted
to produce a show with a live symphony, he
said. he turned down one' chance to go to
China. The next four to six years he plans
to spend in the Northwest-outdoors, for the
most part, going on what he calls "vision
quests," and learning to be more and more
creative.
Of~
Friday & Saturday. open 1100
1) Heavy Metal
2) Mr. Mom
3) Holy Grall
4) Blame it on Rio
al/ seats $2.00
Players will be charged a $16~ team fee
- and a $3 player fee. Out-of-town players
Will be charged an additional $5.
League play will begin Nov. 26 with
players divided into three skill divisions.
where we go they have crowds larger than
our own."
Bailey said that the Broncos are 4-6 in con-
ference play and 14-18 overall. Despite be-
ing .under the .500 mark, the Broncos still
could qualify for the MWAC tournament if
they win all their games while a few other'
teams lose, Bailey said. -
The Broncos take to the road again after
their home stand this weekend, playing I
Eastern Washington in Cheney. and the
University of Idaho in Moscow.
Fun run
Afun run benefitting BSU's communica-
tion department willbe held Saturday in
Julia Davis Park.
Premiers' Run For Fun will start at lOa.m.
sharp at the band shell. Runners can choose
between a 10K (6.2 miles) course and a 4K
(2.2 miles) course.
Entry fee is $5.00 in advance without T- .
shirt and $7.00 with. Entry fee is $9.00 on
the day of the race.
Ribbons will be awarded in all ag~
divisions.
For more information, Call Dave Grapp
at 345-5143:
Outdoor Activities Center
City Basketball
The Boise City Recreation Dept. 's
. women's basketball league will be holding
registration through Nov. 16 at the Fort
Boise Community Center..
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\i~~;'~:~~:;~;~;~-'I"'lllHalloween Student Special .
.:00 Double Feature $4.00 with student 1.0.
Costume Contest and Prizes
9:(1(1
B.S.U. Student Union BUilding
, JANUARY 6 - 11· . /
FROM t20S 00 . . /
. /' .* BASED ON MAXIMUM OCCUPANCI'
INCLUDES:
Nuv. 1··1
CONOOMINIUM LODGING 5 NIGHTS
lifT "CmS 4 DAI'S
ROUND TTlIP TllANSPOKrATION FROM BOISE
MOUNTAIN PAf{f/ES AND PICNICS
FKEE SHUTTlES
FUN RACES AND PR/lES
AU TAXESAND nps
CONTACTCLOBAL TTlAVEl INTHESTUDENT UNION BUIWINC
FOR INFORMATION AND RES£RtIATlONS38S - 1370
SPONSORED BY OA.C. AND CLOBAL TTlAVEl 'THRUSUNCHASE TOURS
Fame
....._-- ...- _. _._------
14~IT~~'m?Jil~W-sdiY~~r~#lMW
. . , .
I
II Servin/! Hinner, SnU(·kH.
J)('HHerIH. Beer &. Wine every
I dll~· bdurt, lind utter shuwtime»'L.-......__ ...w .... 1
Thn ......,I(, Fri. ·J:IU
S~'I. ,I(, SUfi. I:IU ,I(, ·):IU
Thurs. & "ri.
7:00
SUi. & Sun. .
2:30 & 7:00
.More people have survived
-cancer than now live in the
City ofLos Angeles.
We are winning.
'·1' Pleasesupport the''fAMERICAN·CANCERSOCIElYO,. -',
I Health Center-
I
Continued from page 1
Jeff Wagner, a BSU junior, has used the
I
he.alth service five times in the last year and
said he usually waited about 30 minutes.
, '
"A couple of times I didn't have to wait'
long, but one time I had to wait an hour,"
Wagner said. "It seemed pretty busy."
Using the health service four times in the
last' year, Bill Sharp, a BSU sophomore,
said he usually was seen within 20 minutes
by Nyborg's staff.
"One time I had to wait 30 to 35 minutes
and it seemed like an hour," Sharp said.
The Student Health Service can do
"essentially all the things that a private
physician can do in his office," Nyborg
said.
The clinic relies heavily on nurse
practitioners to deliver services. "Nurse
practitioners can render most out-patient
The Health Center may need 'funding
changes in 3 to 5 years. Photo by Zane
Darner
medical care," Nyborg said. "They do so
under the supervision of a doctor," he
added.
Services provided to full-time students
are free except for minimal charges for flu
shots, pap smears and premarital blood
tests.
In addition to free out-patient treatment,
the Student Health Service provides most'
medication at no charge.
The clinic also is equiped to provide
emergency care and conduct minor surgery
during the hours it is open.
The' Student Health Service operates
under the Student Affairs office. Problems
or complaints are handled through Dr
_ David Taylor.
The clinic is located at 2103 University
Drive in the Health Building and is open
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m, when classes are-in
session.
in the News
Elections-
Co~tinued from page 12
would personally "take charge" of foreign
policy and seek a mutual and verifiable
nuclear weapons freeze as a basis for
ending the arms race. Mondale favors the
negotiation of deep cuts in nuclear arsenals '
once a freeze is achieved. He supports an
"updated" SALT II Treaty, a comprehen-
sive ban on underground nuclear tests, and
a ban, on all weapons in space. Mondale
also backs stronger measures to enforce the
existing agreements on anti-ballistic mis-
siles (ABM) and nuclear nonproliferation.
In order to improve the negotiating
climate for arms agreements, Mondale says
he would follow the precedent set by
President Kennedy. In 1963, Kennedy
temporarily halted above-ground nuclear
tests, challenged the Soviets to follow suit,
and successfully negotiated the Limited
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Mondale would
initiate temporary, bilateral and verifiable
moratoria on the testing and deployment of
all weapons in space and of new strategic
ballistic missiles, the testing of .nuclear
weapons underground, and the deployment
of nuclear-armed, sea-launched cruise
missiles.
Mondale supports a balance of conven-
tional forces in Europe to reduce reliance
on nuclear weapons. He seeks to strengthen
NATO and to move toward the adoption of
I a "no-first-use" policy for nuclear
weapons. Mondale has chided the
European allies for failing to pay a fair
share of the cost o'f their own defense.
In the absence of a nuclear weapons
freeze, Mondale proposes to be selective
about choosing major weapons systems and
to increase military spending gradually. He
now opposes the MX missile, although he
backed PresidentCarter's decision to build
it on the grounds that it would be a mobile,
less vulnerable missile. He supports the
smaller "Midgetman" missile.
As Vice President in the Carter
Higher Education
The Administration has tried to reduce
or eliminate federal support for higher
education. Federal support has helped
expand educational opportunities fo'r low
income, minority and female students.
Proposed cuts in Pell Grants for needy
students were restored by Congress. The
Administration's proposed restructuring of
the program, however, would make
400,000 ineligible for grants. By fiscal 1985,
Reagan will have cut funding for
Guaranteed Student Loans by 27 percent.
The Social Security Student Benefits will be
terminated'in fiscal 1985.
Wolfer Mondale
Geraldine Ferraro
Walter Mondale emphasizes that he gives
high priority to nuclear arms control and
improved relations, despite deep differ-
ences, with the Soviet Union. At the same
time, he' stresses the importance of the
NATO alliance and strengthened conven-
tional forces. Mondale, like the Democratic
Party, appears committed to major U.S.
participation on the world scene, backed by
"the selective, judicious use of American
military power in consonance with,
constitutional principles and reinforced by
the War Powers Act."
"There are nearly 50,000 nuclear,
warheads on the planet," Mondale asserts.
"The most solemn responsibility of. a
president is to do all he can to freeze them,
reduce their numbers, and to prevent a
single one of them from ever being used."
Mondale advocates annual summit
meetings with the Soviet Union. He says he
Ca'rididates-
Continued from page ~
federal grants,"Rakozy said, He went on
to say the state has agencies, departments
and programs the federal government will'
no longer fund and expects the state to take
them over. '
Rakozy anticipates a $15.8 million
decrease in general fund revenue availiable
for education if the sales tax on groceries is'
eliminated. He supports equalizing the state
tax structure, re-evaluating tax exemptions,
raising state income tax and encouraging
local-option taxes.
"If people want more money spent on
education, the money has to be there,"
Rakozy said.
Rakozy is against tuition charges, but
would support moderate fee adjustments to
help finance better education in the state's
colleges and universities. '
He agrees with' his opponent that Idaho
must maintain quality education. "But
unlike him (Sallaz), I don't, agree that it
should just be an open checkbook,"
Rakozy said.
Antici~ating movement in the state
legislature to charge }uition in Idaho's
universities, Ron Slater' does not see the
decision as initially, a legislative one.
However, a tuition charge would ultimately
require a change in the state's constitution,
Slater said.
Slater is running against Richard K. Jung
for House seat 'A' in District 17. '
Although opposed to raising state
income taxes, Slater would support
local-option taxes to help fund education at
all levels. "It is a way government can
adapt to local issues," Slater said ..
"Private initiatives should be encouraged,"
Slater said, referring to recent corporate
contributions to the state's colleges and
universities.
Citing duplication of courses, "Some-
, times I wonder if money could be allocated
a bit more judiciously," Slater said. .
. "The state should seek the finest
programs by concentrating efforts to make
money stretch," Slater said. , •
Running for House seat B·in District
21, the countywide "floterial'~district·,
Dean E. Sorensen was unavailable for
comment on the education positions
reported in an, editorial endorsement by
Administration, Mondale worked for
ratification of the SALT II Treaty. During
his years in the Senate, he was a strong
. supporter but not a leader in arms control
efforts.
1984 Democratic Platform '
The Democratic platform has endorsed
most of Walter Mondale's views and made
a series of specific commitments.
"The Democratic Party," says the
platform, "believes that the purpose of
nuclear weapons is to deter war, not to
fight it. Democrats believe that America
has the strength and tenacity to negotiate
nuclear arms agreements that will reduce
_the risk of nuclear war and preserve our
military security." .
The platform commits the Democratic
President, 'on Inauguration Day, to initiate
the "temporary, verifiable anti mutual"
moratoria on new weapons systems
advocated by Walter Mondale. "These
steps," it continues, "should lead promptly
to .the negotiation of a comprehensive,
mutual and verifiable freeze on the testing,
production, and development of all nuclear
weapons."
The Democratic convention rejected
planks favoring cuts in military spending
and an immediate commitment to a
"no-first-use" policy for nuclear weapons.
Central America
During the primaries, Mondale said that
aid to El Salvador should be tied to land
reform, human rights and the disbanding
of "lawless" security forces. He advocated
a halt to covert U.S. aid to Nicaraguan
rebels. Mondale favored a negotiated
settlement in Central America, pursued
cooperatively with other countries through
the Contadora process.
In the earlier but relevant experience in
Vietnain, which influenced the attitudes of
many Americans toward military interven-
tion, Mondale supported Administration
The Idaho Statesman.
According to The Idaho Statesman,
Sorensen 'believes higher education' - is
underfunded, "but is not sure where
additional funding would come from."
Sorensen would support state colleges
and universities charging tuition.
Libertarians
by Stephen J.,Grant
Not seeing "a dime's worth of
difference" between the Republicans and
Democrats, Libertarian candidate Jack L.
Dalton is running against D.H. "Denny"
Freeburn and Dean Sorenson for House
seat B in District 21.
~'Higher. ,education has been short
changed for the last six or seven years,"
Dalton said last week. ,
A shift in the percentage of the general
fund earmarked for education has •
, increased money to public education while
at the same time decreased money to higher
education, .llCCOrdin$to Dalton.
policy until September 1968. This was over
three years after the start of U;S.
escalation. Mondale thereafter became a
critic- of further U.S. involvement in
Vietnam and altered his views on the use of
military force.
The 1984 Democratic platform supports
political solutions to the region's conflicts,
an end to all aid for the Nicaraguan rebels,
the mutual withdrawal of all foreign forces
and advisers, multilateral economic aid
once the Contadora process achieves some
measure of success, and civilian democratic
control in El Salvador. The platform
pledged that a Democratic President will
not use U.S. armed force in El Salvador or
Nicaragua without a congressional declara-
tion of war Of authorization of the use of
combat forces, or unless needed to repel an
attack on the U.S .. or its possessions
consistent with the War Powers Act.
Higher Education
As Senator and Vice President, Mondale
worked on all major pieces of education
legislation. As a candidate, he has pledged
to increase Pell Grants, expand the
Guaranteed Student Loan program, and"
boost campus-based aid programs and
work-study. Mondale has emphasized the
need to upgrade research facilities and to
support graduate education.
Geraldine Ferraro
In her six years in the House of
Representatives, Ferraro has moved from a
mild to a strong critic of the arms race.
While voting against the other major
weapons, systems, she supported funding
for the MX missile in 1980-82 and for the
Pershing II missile in 1982-83. By 1984,·
Ferraro had opposed both weapons and
become increasingly outspoken against
Pentagon programs and the development
of a U.S. first-strike capability.
"Because of the shift, higher' education
has had to cut back," Dalton said.
Dalton proposed that state moriey should
be used for the whole state.
be used for .the whole state. Higher
education qualifies as one function "that
benefits the entire state, Dalton said.
"Local units of government are going to
have to start supporting themselves and are
going to have to quit asking the state for so
much money," Dalton said. "If public
education needs more money, it should
have to find it somewhere other than the
state ....
Dalton advocates local control over local
affairs.
"Quite honestly, many of the Republi-
cans who are candidates' want to retain
local funding at the state level," Dalton'
said.
"There is a fairly large group of people
becoming more and more disenchanted
with the influence of government in their
lives," Dalton said. '
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AVAILABLE FOR GOOD FOOD 24
hours a day. Come visit Grant's Truck and
.Car Stop. Off I 84 Broadway Interchange.
KOKONDO KARATE TRADITIONAL
SELF,DEFENSE. Student special $10.00 a
month. 3820 Cassia. Monday through
Thursday. 7:30-9:00. call 922-4947 ..
NEW CAREERS INCORPORATED is a
school of Business and Technology. Both
day and evening courses are offered. For
more information, please call 322-1622.
COME AND VISIT "the fun food place,"
Carousel Frozen Yogurt at the lower level
of 8th Street Marketplace.
REMEMBER LOUIE'S entire menu to go.
Lowest pizza prices in town!>1I
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HALLOWEEN BEER BUST!!! Don't
miss this one, free bottle of champagne for
the best costume. $3.00 cover and all the
free draCt you can drink. THE FULL
MOON SALOON 715 W. Idaho. Be there!!
TUTORING SERVICES: Mathematics
. (algebra-calculas); psychology; sociology;
physics; Spanish. Also, research assistance.
For information and. help, call David
Barrett M:A. at 343-3420.
,
Services
ARE YOU A MOVIE BUFF? Do you long
for revival threatre? Check out "The
Flicks," 646 Fulton. Located behind JB's·
near Julia Davis Park.
SKI FREE AND MAKE COMMISSION.
Sell Jackson Hole, the greatest ski value in'
the west. For further information call The
American Snow King Resort, 307-733-
5200. Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Ask for the
sales office.
~'.AV/AIIANDAUN ./HOP
Boise, Idaho
514 North 16th Street
All H'.- Sportights
". Complete selection of all sizes .
,'\ and colors.
, Receive a 10% discount with
your student activity card.
HOURS: Monday-Saturday
10 a.m, to 5:30 p.m,
. 385-0105
\'
'For ALL of Ada County •••• for us.
ELECTD.H. H'DENN "YDistrict 21 - HouseFREEBURN Seat B
;;
~, ..'\-
II~ a
t 7 vears exper-ience as a Colle~e
Administrator ;
Hoise State [Jniversity.
Leader in Professlonal Associations
:,\..rive in Community affairs.
.\ ~trun~ pr-oponent for udditi()fiuJ
flJndin~ .fur hi~her' ed ucation.
I
i'r
f *"**\(:'i
Because of the addition of the country wide
Floterial District (21) each Ada County voter 'will
have an o.pportunity to vote for Freeburn.
.j
IS IT TRUE that you' cari buy Jeeps for
$44.00 through the U.S. Governinent?Get
the facts today. Call 312-742-1142 ext.
9445-A. .
Specialty Shops
. BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY at good prices.
Visit Win fields at the lower level of 8th'
Street' Marketplace. Mon.-Thurs. 10-.5,
Fri.-Sat. 10-9.
Place a classified od in
The UniversityNews. Cal
385-3284 tor details.
New ~2" San Francisco S~yle
Pan Pizza
only 15.99 I
with this coupo~ .
Remembet~· S ~ .95 Pitchers
BRASSLAMP PIZZ~
2455 Harrison Hollow
345-4205
572 Vista av ••
3404-6541
610 E. 0015. ·av••
343-9911
THE HOUSE NEEDS
~
'IDEAS
RICHARD JUNG
District 17Representative
Seat A·
REMEMBER TO REGISTER·
AND VOTE NOV. 6
Paid lor by Jung lor Represenlallve Committee. V'CKI Bars. Treasurer.
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